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ABOUT THIS RESOURCE

JOURNEYS AND STORIES
This is a teacher resource by Young at Art to accompany the Journeys and Stories workshop project.
Journeys and Stories is a creative arts project that explores issues around the arrival and welcoming
of newcomers to our communities and areas. It explores the journeys that newcomers, migrants, and
refugees go on when they leave their countries and arrive in ours. The project asks children to consider
their own sense of place through an awareness of their ‘story’ – who they are, where they belong
and what they want from and can offer their world. The project and this teacher resource has been
developed in partnership with Alice Malseed and Emma Berkery.
At this moment in time, it can feel like we are constantly being invited to look differently at our world.
Factors such as international civil unrest, the pandemic, climate change and the global refugee crisis
are changing our own perspectives, perceptions and communities. The world is undeniably changing –
and although this brings a sense of discomfort and unrest, it also opens up opportunities to hope for
and create better ways of living.
At Young at Art we are hopeful that we can use creativity and the imagination to look at things
differently. Journeys and Stories presents opportunities to explore thinking in new ways about how we
view others; how we respond to displaced peoples in our own countries and neighbourhoods, and what
we know and believe about human rights.

THE RESOURCE PACK
The creative activities in this resource pack link with the Northern Ireland curriculum. Using the
creative arts, this resource establishes safe spaces for children to creatively explore difficult topics and
to form their own opinions and actions resulting from what they have learned.
This activity pack is split into two parts.
Part One explores the Conventions of the Rights of the Child, and also ‘utopias’. This section provides
opportunities to explore the real and the imaginary; allowing a lot of space for discussion, learning,
developing knowledge, imagining and creating.
Utopias can be defined as ‘an imagined place or state of things in which everything is perfect’.
Part Two uses books and videos as a starting point for creative and learning activities. These provide
children with tangible stories that they can relate to. The stories encourage the development of
knowledge of the topic and issues, alongside empathy and understanding. We advise that these should
accompany the activities in order for children to gain as much as possible from the project.
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OUR SOCIETY
Children growing up in Northern Ireland experience an ever changing and rapidly evolving society;
it is no doubt complex and sometimes divided, the legacy of post-conflict adding very specific issues
and creating a unique set of circumstances to grow up in. In addition to historic issues, our society is
becoming more globalised, meaning the demographic of Northern Ireland is changing at a different
rate than before.
We have a responsibility to ensure that our children are educated to understand their rights and the
rights of others, and to show respect, understanding and empathy towards those with stories different
to our own. We want everyone to appreciate that while all our stories and journeys are different and
unique, all the people of this world have a story and a journey, and this gives us common ground.
This resource has been complied by Young at Art, with input and influence from many other excellent
sources including the work of Amnesty International, the British Red Cross, The Education Authority,
Extern, Schools of Sanctuary, and many other wonderful resources in the public domain which
accompany the books mentioned here.

LET’S GET
STARTED!
THOUGHTS AND
LEARNING DIARY
A diary or journal is a fantastic way for children to make notes of and process their thoughts,
feelings and experiences throughout the project. It can also give you as a teacher a chance to
track their activities throughout the workshops.
A dedicated workbook/jotter is perfect. Explain that the diary is theirs to decorate as they wish,
to write and draw in as they please about this topic.
At the end of each activity, allow children time to write their thoughts, feelings and reflections
into the diaries. Drawings are a great way to convey complex thoughts and emotions that they
may struggle to put into words.
YOUNGATART.CO.UK
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PART ONE

CONVENTION OF THE
RIGHTS OF THE CHILD (CRC)
What are human rights? Why are they important? In order to understand our rights,
we must experience them.

‘The classroom and school environment
should value the contribution of each
child, respect the right of freedom
of expression and encourage active
participation’.
Amnesty International Lift Off

When children are respected and valued, they adopt this in their treatment of others.
Once we understand what our rights are, we can begin to look at what we would do
and how we might feel, if those rights are taken away from us.
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ACTIVITY 1 ICT & Verbal Discussion
• As a class, working in small groups, look up the Convention on the Rights of the
Child on the internet.
• Ask the children to read through the Rights and discuss them as a class. Ensure the
children understand each right and how it applies to them.
• Discuss the difference between basic human needs and human rights
EQUIPMENT
iPads/tablets/PCs with internet access

A CHILD FRIENDLY CRC
POSTER IS AVAILABLE FROM
PLAN INTERNATIONAL
https://plan-international.org/sites/default/files/field/field_document/
child-friendly_crc_poster_a4_-_final_-_english.pdf

Curriculum Links & Skills Development
The World Around Us
• Art appreciation
• Increased knowledge of how we live
and how others live

Personal Development
• Self-awareness
awareness of relationships with family, friends,
in school, in the community, in the wider world

Language and Literacy
• Verbal and listening
peer discussion, verbal expression of thoughts,
opinions and feelings
• Reading
shared and paired, reading aloud, discussing and
interpreting texts, acquiring and extending vocabulary
• ICT
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ACTIVITY 2 Visual Art
• Once the children are familiar with the Convention on the Rights of the Child, print
it out and cut up the pages into the individual rights
• Place all the pieces of paper in a bucket/box and allow the children to choose one
right each.
• Provide the children with sheets of paper and colouring/collage materials and ask them
to illustrate their chosen right with a picture. They can include the text if they wish.
• This can be repeated until all rights have been illustrated. Depending on class
numbers some can be completed more than once if needs be
• Allow plenty of time for the artworks. The addition of collage is a fun way to get the
children creative
• Once complete, these artworks can form part of an exhibition or display which can
raise the topic of human rights across the school.

MATERIALS
A3/4 sheets of paper, drawing materials (crayons/pastels/pencils/chalks/markers)
and lots of collage materials (coloured papers of different textures, wools, fabrics,
glue sticks, scissors)

Curriculum Links & Skills Development
The World Around Us
• Increased knowledge of how we live
and how others live
Creative Expression
• Conceptual thought
• Imaginative expression
• Transformation of text into visual imagery
• Symbolic expression
• Problem solving

Personal Development
• Self-awareness
awareness of relationships with family, friends, in
school, in the community, in the wider world
• Interpreting non-verbal communication
Physical development
• fine motor skills

Language and Literacy
• Reading
interpreting texts into visual symbols,
acquiring and extending vocabulary
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ACTIVITY 3 Art appreciation & Verbal discussion
• Display all the artworks alongside the CRC poster
• As a group talk about the pictures.
What can we see in each one? What parts do we like?
• Discuss the rights themselves.
Ask the children if they think they experience each right listed. Are they currently denied
any rights?
• Do they think all children in the world have the same rights? Do they think all
children in the world experience their rights?
• Can they think of any situations which may lead to children not experiencing their rights?

Curriculum Links & Skills Development
The World Around Us
• Art appreciation
• Increased knowledge of how we live
and how others live
Language and Literacy
• Reading
discussing and interpreting visual symbols,
acquiring and extending vocabulary
• Talking and listening
peer discussion, describing experiences,
forming and expressing opinions, thoughts
and feelings
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Personal Development
• Self-awareness
awareness of relationships with family, friends,
in school, in the community, in the wider world
• Interpreting non-verbal communication
• Independent thought
• Confidence in expressing opinions & speaking
in front of peers
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ACTIVITY 4 Exploring Utopia

Creative writing, drama and visual art

Begin this section with a discussion about what people might imagine or dream of
about a new place before they arrive there. Encourage the children to explore the
range of emotions that children and adults might have become coming to a new place.
Ask questions about why they might leave and where they might seek to go to.
WRITE A ‘POSTCARD FROM UTOPIA’
visual art and creative writing
A utopia is an imagined place where everything is perfect.
• Ask children to imagine they have visited the most special, exciting and magical
place ever. Maybe it’s a real place, or maybe it exists in their imaginations. Ask open
questions to the children to ask them to imagine their ‘utopia’. What colours can
they see? What is there to do there? What is perfect about this place compared to
where they live? What is similar about it compared to where they live? What animals,
feelings, people, foods and places are there?
• Instruct the children to create their own postcards from utopia to post to their family
or friends.
• On one side of the card, ask children to draw a picture of what they can see in their utopia.
• On the other side, write their message from utopia. Maybe they want to write
messages of hope, or about what a day is like in utopia?
STORIES FROM UTOPIA
visual art and creative writing
• Ask children to start write a short story that happened in their utopia. You might
want to start by asking them to think about an animal from this utopia, or about what
happened day they arrived there, or about their journey there.
• Encourage the children to use their imaginations to make it magical.

Continued on next page...
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR A BETTER WORLD
verbal exploration and discussion
• Use the conversations and exploration of utopias to prompt children to think about
what we could integrate from these utopias into our own lives and worlds.
• What would they keep from the utopia and bring into their everyday life?
• In small groups create drama scenes where they perform scenes or ideas from
their utopias.

MATERIALS
Postcard sized pieces of card, pencils and pens for drawing and for writing, paper.

FINISH THIS SERIES OF
ACTIVITIES WITH DIARY TIME
AT THE END OF EACH SECTION

Curriculum Links & Skills Development
The World Around Us
• Art appreciation
• Increased knowledge of how we live
and how others live

Physical development
• fine motor skills.

Language and Literacy
• Verbal and listening
peer discussion, verbal expression of thoughts,
opinions and feelings
Personal Development
• Self-awareness
awareness of relationships with family, friends,
in school, in the community, in the wider world
• Interpreting non-verbal communication
• Independent thought
• Confidence in expressing opinions
& speaking in front of peers
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PART TWO

READING LIST
This reading list has been complied to accompany the activities in this resource as you
and your class explore this topic. The books listed are invaluable when educating young
people about the refugee crisis in our world and many have been endorsed by Amnesty
International.
All titles have been read by Young at Art and we have provided an age range guide with
each, however, we would recommend that all teachers read their chosen book before
introducing it to their class to ensure its suitability for the maturity level of your class.
There are many wonderful titles available, these are just a couple of our favourites.
Descriptions below have been provided by The Book Trust. Many of the books have
their own accompanying activity resources which are available online and are listed
here in the further resources section.
Remember to encourage your children to write their thoughts and feelings in their
diaries at the end of each reading session. This will help them process the content of
what they are reading and allow for maximum opportunity for the topics to embed in
their learning.

THE BOY AT THE BACK OF THE CLASS
by Onjali Q. Raúf

This is the story about how one ordinary nine-year-old child and
three classmates are full of empathy for Ahmet, a boy that comes
to their school as a refugee from Syria (he is the boy at the back of
the class).
Through their sensitivity, curiosity, ingenuity, bravery and innocent
niceness, they make a massive impact on Ahmet’s life, friends,
class, school, community and wider world.
An inspiring and sweet tale that will help children think about
what it is to be a good person whatever your circumstances and
challenge prejudice and push for fairness, whenever possible.
Suitable for 8 years +
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THE JOURNEY
by Francesca Sanna

What is like to have to leave everything behind and travel many
miles to somewhere unfamiliar and strange? A mother and her
two children set out on such a journey: one filled with fear of the
unknown, but also great hope.
Suitable for 7 years +

A DANGEROUS CROSSING
by Jane Mitchell

Ghalib and his cousin are badly injured by a bomb one night while
out foraging for a pair of shoes. It is the final straw for his terrified
parents, who realise that leaving the country they love may be the
only way to keep their children alive. Packing nothing but bare
essentials, the family set off on a perilous journey through ruined
cities, refugee camps and across the cold, dark sea. Along the way,
Ghalib will make friends and lose loved ones.
Suitable for 10 years +

RUNNING ON THE ROOF OF THE WORLD
by Jess Butterworth

Tash and her best friend Sam have grown up used to following the
rules in occupied Tibet. But when a man sets himself on fire as an
act of protest, Tash barely escapes after her house is raided and
her parents are arrested. She, Sam and their two yaks set out on
a dangerous journey across the Himalayas to reach India and the
Dalai Lama, who she hopes will be able to save her parents.
This beautifully designed book is a richly atmospheric story of
friendship, courage and survival. It provides a rare insight into
Tibetan culture and raises timely questions about the nature of
freedom, without being overtly political.
Suitable for 9 years +
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DON’T STOP THINKING ABOUT TOMORROW
by Siobhan Curnham

When Hafiz, a teenage Syrian refugee, and classmate Stevie skive
off school together an unlikely friendship is formed as the two
misfits bond over their respective life traumas and struggles. The
plot unfolds around the premise of searching for and carving your
own path in a troubled world. Split between the voices of Stevie
and Hafiz, the story covers topical and important issues like mental
health, the experiences of refugees and teenage insecurities, all
while championing good morals and a healthy curiosity for life.
Suitable for ages 11+

ILLEGAL

by Eoin Colfer and Andrew Donkin, illustrated by Giovanni Rigano
This graphic novel traces two dangerous journeys for twelveyear-old Ebo and his older brother – one ‘then’, across the Sahara
Desert; one ‘now’, crossing the Mediterranean Sea. The back-andforth increases narrative suspense and makes for a gripping story,
but also allows for a broader look at migration across North Africa
and the difficulties and challenges, whether one goes or stays. The
blend of text and image is effective, and the tone is pitched just
right – avoiding pity or preachiness in this very human tale.
Suitable for ages 11+

WINDRUSH CHILD
by Benjamin Zephaniah

‘Names can never hurt me’ goes the saying, but names and fists
do hurt Leonard when he and his mother move from Jamaica to
join his father in 1950s England. The contrast between Leonard’s
carefree days in Maroon Town and the damp room in Manchester
is heartbreakingly painted. Racial tensions and family conflict
complicate his life, but Irish neighbours and, eventually, an Irish
girlfriend soften the blows. This beautiful and necessary story ends
with an elderly Leonard facing the injustice of the recent Windrush
Scandal. [CAC]
Suitable for ages 9+
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WHEN STARS ARE SCATTERED

by Victoria Jamieson and Omar Mohamed, illustrated by
Victoria Jamieson, coloured by Iman Geddy
This beautifully illustrated memoir tells the story of Omar, his
younger brother Hassan and his friends as they progress through
school in a refugee camp in Kenya. Balancing realism and
optimism, the tone is warm but fiercely observant, as the boys
hope that the seemingly impenetrable system of UN resettlement
will allow them to escape the monotony and hunger of camp life.
The authors’ notes at the end add closure that the text doesn’t
need, but the reader might.
Suitable for ages 9+

AR STRAE

by Patricia Forde, maisithe ag John White
Ní hionann saol Nizar anois agus saol Nizar mar a bhí. Ó bhog sé
go hÉirinn lena mháthair agus a dheirfiúracha, agus a athair fós sa
tSiria, tá foghlamtha aige nach bhfuil sé éasca an saol a chaitheamh
in óstán. Nuair a thagann Nizar ar mhadra bocht ar strae, déanann
sé a dhícheall cúram a thabhairt dó. Ní hé seo an t-aon chúram
nó cúis imní atá air. Scéal é seo a bhfuil deireadh sona air, ach
faightear léargas ar shaol an dídeanaí sa soláthar díreach lena linn.
Suitable for ages 9+

NO BALLET SHOES IN SYRIA
by Catherine Bruton

Dedicated to the 11.5 million refugee children currently displaced
and seeking asylum, Catherine Bruton’s No Ballet Shoes in Syria
follows young Aya, who has fled from Aleppo to the United
Kingdom. The frightening and very real portrayal of detention
centres and rejected asylum claims is skilfully presented alongside
universal themes of friendship and family. A moving and accessible
book, No Ballet Shoes in Syria is a wonderful portrayal of the
power that community – and, in this case, dance – has to
transcend borders.
Suitable for 9 years +
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WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?
by Pauline Burgess

Magda is having a tough time since moving to Belfast from her
beloved Poland, and the ‘foreigners out’ graffiti, stone throwing
and nasty attitudes of her classmates have made her lonely and
cynical. She’s amazed when the new girl, Sophie, wants to be her
friend. But how pure are her intentions, and can Magda really be
herself in this new country while holding on to her Polish heritage?
A well-written and engaging read that covers topics such as racism,
bullying and grief in a realistic way.
Suitable for ages 11+

VIDEOS
These videos can act as good introductions to the subject, and allow an emotive,
visual and creative explanation of a difficult subject.
Please make sure you watch these videos yourself before showing them to your
class, to assess their suitability.
A REFUGEE’S JOURNEY
https://youtu.be/RgyqLIEx9Ss

REFUGEE ANIMATION
https://youtu.be/o_P9huLYmS0

I PROMISE: REFUGEE POEM
https://youtu.be/HWL1aHCCQ7c
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ACTIVITY 1 My Store

Verbal discussion, Visual Art & Art appreciation

PREPARATION
Ask the class to bring in a favourite (non-electronic) toy from home
• Each child shows their class mates what they have brought in. Does the toy have a name?
Why is it their favourite? How long have they had it? What do they usually do/play with it?
Have they ever taken the toy on a trip? Like going on holidays or a sleepover somewhere?
• When everyone has shared, ask if anyone learned something new about one of their friends
and what is important to them?
• Using large sheets of paper (you could work on the floor) ask the children to draw a picture
describing themselves. Explain it is a visual story of themselves
What they look like, their family/friends, their favourite things to do/eat/watch/play; Interesting
places they have gone/things they have done/people they have met; Dreams for their future etc.
• When completed divide the children into small groups to discuss the pictures. Within their
group each child is invited to talk about their artwork, with their friends asking questions and
making comments. Once every child has had a turn, ask each group to share something new
they learned about each other.Highlight how each of us has a different unique story and
how we are each on our own unique journey through life.
MATERIALS
Toys from home, large sheets of paper, drawing materials (crayons/pastels/pencils/
chalks/markers) and lots of collage materials (coloured papers of different textures,
wools, fabrics, glue sticks, scissors)
*Suitable for primary age

Curriculum Links & Skills Development
The World Around Us
• Art appreciation
• Increased knowledge of how we live
and how others live
Language and Literacy
• Reading
discussing and interpreting visual symbols,
acquiring and extending vocabulary
• Talking and listening
peer discussion, describing experiences, forming
and expressing opinions, thoughts and feelings
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Personal Development
• Self-awareness
awareness of relationships with family, friends,
in school, in the community, in the wider world
• Interpreting non-verbal communication
• Independent thought
• Confidence in expressing opinions
& speaking in front of peers
Creative, Expressive and Physical Development
• Drawing & mixed media work
• Problem solving
• Personal expression
• Fine motor skills
• Imagination & Creativity
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ACTIVITY 2 Journeys

Drama

PREPARATION
Large empty space e.g. a classroom or hall cleared of tables and chairs
Form a circle and discuss the word JOURNEY.
Journey: the act of travelling from one place to another; a trip, especially over a long
period or a great distance.
Explain that the class is going to go on an imaginative journey
• Pose the questions ‘why do people go on journeys?’ What might be the reason you might
go on a journey? Are we moving away from something or travelling towards something?
• Does anyone know someone who has gone on journey or moved away? Do any of
your family live abroad?
• Next start to think about who is on this journey? Are you going alone? At what age
do you think you can travel on your own?

WHAT DO WE NEED TO BRING?
• Ask the children to describe their favourite objects from their home. Ask them to
demonstrate some of them physically and the rest of the class can guess what they
are. Keep this light hearted
• Next, they must decide what to pack, but they can only bring what they can carry.
Working in small groups, allow the children time to discuss and decide what they will
bring. Ask some of the groups to share their choices
• Explain that they need to think carefully about what they will need e.g. Something
to sleep in; What provisions have they made for the weather? What kind of shoes
have they got? Allow them time back in their groups to rethink their choices
• Next explain that we are going on the journey by foot. Where is the nearest bus stop?
Did they bring money? What’s the nearest place we can get to on foot/on the bus? Did
they bring passports? Will they need a visa? Do they know where we are going?
• As a group, mime out packing everything up and getting ready to go

Continued on next page...
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CHALLENGES ON THE JOURNEY
• Explain to the children that on our journey, we might face some challenges
• In their groups ask the children to make small scenes about the challenges they
might encounter
• Finally, in their groups give the children some time to come up with the story of their journey
• Why have they set out on a journey? What have they brought with them? Where are
they coming from? What might happen along the way? Where are they trying to get to?
• Encourage the children to break down the story into beginning, middle and end; to
be specific and add detail
• They can use freeze frames to tell their story in 4 or 5 frames (see note below for
more on this)
• Each group performs their story for the rest of the class
• Take time when each group has performed to discuss the stories
Note, there are no wrong answers here. All contributions and ideas are valid. Try not to
lead the children- just allow their ideas to come through. By doing this a safe space is
created where often surprising things can happen!

PLEASE NOTE
Freeze-frames are still images created by a group, which do not
use speech or movement. The group uses their ‘frozen’ bodies
and facial expressions to show emotions and/or tell a story.

Curriculum Links & Skills Development
The World Around Us
• Increased knowledge of how we live
and how others live
• People and places
Language and Literacy
• Talking and listening
peer discussion, describing experiences, forming
and expressing opinions, thoughts and feelings
Personal Development
• Self-awareness
awareness of relationships with family, friends,
in school, in the community, in the wider world
• Interpreting non-verbal communication
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• Independent thought
• Confidence in expressing opinions
& speaking in front of peers

Creative, Expressive and Physical Development
• Problem solving
• Personal expression
• Imagination & Creativity
• Drama
role play, improvisation
• Gross motor skills
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ACTIVITY 3 Mapping

Visual Art & Art Appreciation
PREPARATION
Large empty space, a classroom cleared of tables and chairs or a hall
• Remind the children of the previous activity and that everyone has a story, and
everyone has been/is on a journey through life
• We will use the space and materials to explore these journeys and stories and make our
own journey map on the floor
• Begin simply by asking each child to make a layout of the street they live on using the materials
• Then, use things like rope, ribbons and found materials to make individual journey maps on the floor
• Use the whole floor space in the room and allow the maps and journeys to overlap
• Children should think conceptually and intuitively about what the materials mean. Do
they go off in divergences from their main paths? What are they key moments they want
to mark? How can they move through the journeys? Who are the important people and
how are they represented? What are the important moments, what does the future look
like? Remind the children that on our journeys we might face some challenges
• Ask the children to share their journey maps with the group
• Then discuss the artwork as one big piece, as a group. What can they see? What have
we learned about each-other’s journeys? How do our journeys differ?
• Take lots of photographs which can be printed out for display
• Allow time for children to illustrate their journey map in their diaries
• These can then be turned into short stories or dramas
MATERIALS
Ribbons, rope, string, fabrics, wool, beans, stones, marbles, bottle tops, empty cans and tubs,
various house hold recycled/found materials, fake flowers. Very colourful.

Curriculum Links & Skills Development
The World Around Us
• Art appreciation
• Increased knowledge of how we live
and how others live
Language and Literacy
• Reading
discussing and interpreting visual symbols,
acquiring and extending vocabulary
• Talking and listening
peer discussion, describing experiences, forming
and expressing opinions, thoughts and feelings

Personal Development
• Self-awareness
awareness of relationships with family, friends,
in school, in the community, in the wider world
• Interpreting non-verbal communication
• Independent thought
• Confidence in expressing opinions
& speaking in front of peers
Creative, Expressive and Physical Development
• Drawing & mixed media work
• Problem solving
• Personal expression
• Fine motor skills
• Imagination & Creativity
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ACTIVITY 4 Themes
Drama

PREPARATION
Do this activity once you have finished reading one of the books from the list. Form a
circle in large empty space (e.g. a hall or classroom with tables and chairs pushed back)
• Begin this session by asking the children to think back to the story of the book. Ask
them what they thought of it as a whole. What were the key themes? What struck
them about the characters? What did they think of the journeys the characters
took? What emotions can they remember from the story? How did they think the
characters felt at different points in the story? Record the key words answered in a
list on the board.
• Take a few moments to consider the words from the list
A sample list could be: Suspicion, Anger, Jealousy, Sinking, Death, Promises, Friend, Boats,
Border, Freedom
• Next break the children into small groups and give them each 3/4 words. It doesn’t
matter if the words are repeated a few times, just mix up the combinations
• Now ask the groups to come up with a series of simple freeze frames to illustrate their
words
• Each group should perform their freeze frames for the class with the group guessing
the words depicted
• Discuss these dramas as a group and leave plenty of time to add the list of words to
their diaries

Curriculum Links & Skills Development
The World Around Us
• Increased knowledge of how we live
and how others live
• People and places

• Interpreting non-verbal communication
• Independent thought
• Confidence in expressing opinions

Language and Literacy
• Talking and listening
peer discussion, describing experiences, forming
and expressing opinions, thoughts and feelings

Creative, Expressive and Physical Development
• Problem solving
• Personal expression
• Imagination & Creativity
• Drama
Role Play, Improvisation
• Gross motor skills

Personal Development
• Self-awareness
awareness of relationships with family, friends,
in school, in the community, in the wider world
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& speaking in front of peers
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ACTIVITY 5 Language

IT, Verbal discussion, Improvisation

• Go around the class and ask the children how many of them speak another language other
than English. If you have a multilingual class this can be a great way for children to show off
their language skills. Ask the children with a second language to say a few phrases and then
to translate them for the class
• Next working in small groups, look up a language translation website. Take the language
spoken by the characters in your chosen book or a language none of your children speak
and ask the children to look up key phrases in the new language. Ideas for phrases can be
‘my name is…’ ‘I come from….’ ‘Hello’ ‘Goodbye’ etc. Some websites will also give you an
aural version so you can hear how the translation is pronounced
• After a few minutes doing, this divide the children into small groups and ask them to create
their own language. They can come up with simple phrases or words in their new ‘language’.
Keep this light hearted and fun
• Ask them to practice having a conversation speaking in their ‘language’
• Next ask one child in each group to speak their ‘language’ for the class with another child translating
• As a class discuss how this exercise made everyone feel. What was it like when we couldn’t
understand our friends? How did we feel not knowing what they were saying? What was it
like when no-one understood us? What can we do when we meet people who don’t speak
our language, people we don’t understand?
EQUIPMENT
iPads/tablets/PCs with internet access

Curriculum Links & Skills Development
The World Around Us
• Increased knowledge of how we live
and how others live
• People and places
Language and Literacy
• Talking and listening
peer discussion, describing experiences, forming
and expressing opinions, thoughts and feelings
• Reading
shared and paired, reading aloud, discussing
and interpreting texts
• ICT

• Interpreting non-verbal communication
• Independent thought
• Confidence in expressing opinions
& speaking in front of peers
• Empathy and understanding

Creative, Expressive and Physical Development
• Problem solving
• Personal expression
• Imagination & Creativity
• Drama
Role Play, Improvisation
• Gross motor skills

Personal Development
• Self-awareness
awareness of relationships with family, friends,
in school, in the community, in the wider world
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ACTIVITY 6 New stories

Verbal discussion, Visual Art, Writing
• Begin with a discussion: There have been groups of refugees like the children we
have been reading about, arriving in Belfast since 2015. They live in our city and
communities. They go to school, to work, to church, shopping and play.After all our
learning on this topic what do we now know about why children from other countries
come to Northern Ireland? What might be the reasons be?
• Thinking back to our journey mapping, how do you think these children feel when
they arrive to Northern Ireland? How might you feel if you were them? What
kind of welcome would you like to receive? What do you think their new life is
like in Belfast? What do we think these people can offer us – can we learn from
them and can they learn from us? What are the changes they might make to our
communities? How can we make them feel welcome? What actions can we take to
make their lives nicer and more comfortable in Belfast?
• Using their diaries the children should draw a series of pictures depicting the following:
o The reasons people might leave their homes to become refugees in N. Ireland
o The journey they might take to get here and the challenges they might face
o How they might feel when they arrive
o The hopes and dreams they may have for the future
o The positive actions, we their new community, can do to welcome them
• Ask the children to write a piece of text about this project. What have they learned
about people from other places, their friends, themselves and their communities?
MATERIALS
Diaries, drawing materials (crayons/pastels/pencils/chalks/markers)

Curriculum Links & Skills Development
The World Around Us
• Art appreciation
• Increased knowledge of how we live
and how others live
Language and Literacy
• Reading
discussing and interpreting visual symbols,
acquiring and extending vocabulary
• Talking and listening
peer discussion, describing experiences, forming
and expressing opinions, thoughts and feelings
• Writing
explaining and describing, expressing thoughts,
feelings and opinion

YOUNGATART.CO.UK

Personal Development
• Self-awareness
awareness of relationships with family, friends,
in school, in the community, in the wider world
• Interpreting non-verbal communication
• Independent thought
• Confidence in expressing opinions
& speaking in front of peers
• Empathy and understanding
Creative, Expressive and Physical Development
• Problem solving
• Personal expression
• Imagination & Creativity
• Drama Role Play, Improvisation
• Gross motor skills
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FURTHER RESOURCES
Amnesty International — Me You Everyone
(Available in English & Irish)

A Dangerous Crossing
Running on the Roof of the World
The Boy at the Back of the Class
The Journey

DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following definitions have been provided by the British Red Cross.

Refugee

Refused asylum seeker

Asylum seeker

Economic migrant

• has proven to the authorities that they would
be at risk if returned to their home country
• has had their claim for asylum accepted by
the government
• can now stay here either long-term or
indefinitely

• flees their homeland
• arrives in another country, whichever way
they can
• makes themselves known to the authorities
• submits an asylum application
• has a legal right to stay in the country while
awaiting a decision

• has been unable to prove that they would
face persecution back home
• has been denied protection by the authorities
• must now leave the country, unless they wish
to appeal the decision or there are legitimate
reasons why they cannot yet return home.

• has moved to another country to work
• could be legally or illegally resident,
depending on how they entered the country
• may or may not have a legal work permit.

JOURNEYS AND STORIES TEACHERS RESOURCE PACK
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KEY FACTS

The following statistics have been provided
by the British Red Cross and the UNHCR.

Refugees in the UK and Ireland
Since 2015 a refugee crisis has been declared around the world. In Europe in
particular, there haven’t been this many displaced people since the time of
the Second World War.
However, it is important we study the facts and figures and do not succumb to the
many myths perpetuating a certain view of asylum seekers and refugees.
82 million

80%

1,332

132,349

26 million

37550

The number of people worldwide
fleeing conflict, violence or persecution
The number of refugees welcomed to
NI from Dec 2015 to February 2019
The number of refugees worldwide at
the end of 2019

169

The number of countries or territories
worldwide that are hosting refugees

8.7 million

The proportion of refugees hosted by
developing countries (see map)
The number of refugees living in the UK (just
0.2% of the UK population of 66.5 million)
UK asylum applications in 2020 (compared to
Germany (124,380), France (103,370) and
Spain (108,225)

45%

The percentage of successful asylum applicants
allowed to stay in the UK in 2015.

The number of refugees hosted by the top ten
countries: Turkey, Pakistan, Lebanon, Iran,
Ethiopia, Jordan, Kenya, Uganda, Chad, Sudan
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